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Articles
Vegetation, soil and water
ﬂuxes - how to monitor
with remote sensing?
Prof. Dr. Michael Vohland
Prof Vohland was last year’s recipient of
RSPSoc’s Len Curtis Award. This award
is given in recognition of an outstanding
technical work published in the preceding year in the Society’s journal,
International Journal of Remote Sensing. Here, Prof Vohland gives readers a
brief overview of his career, research focus and the forward direction for remote
sensing studies concerned with ﬂux estimation.
I was not aware of the potenals of remote sensing before I studied Physical Geography. In the courses and lectures held by
Prof. Dr. Hellmut Schroeder-Lanz (one of the pioneers of geographical remote sensing in Germany) and his team, I saw that
remote sensing can be a powerful tool for land surface observaon, to study urbanisaon, land use changes, and the state of
vegetaon and soils.
I studied Physical Geography at the University of Trier (Germany) in the ninees (1990-1997). Since then, a new era of remote
sensing has begun with a series of new Earth observaon satellites, with imaging spectroscopy emerging as an operaonal
monitoring tool and with a variety of quantave approaches and algorithms for remote sensing data analysis; many concepts
of integrang and assimilang remote sensing data in crop growth, SVAT and hydrologcial models have been developed and
applied. In this ﬁeld, I performed my PhD studies, receiving my PhD degree in 2002 for a thesis on the opmisaon of modelbased computaons of water budgets by the integraon of opcal remote sensing data.
In 2003, I was oﬀered the junior professorial chair of Remote Sensing and Geoinformacs at the University of Trier (Faculty
of Geography and Geosciences). In the years as junior professor, I advanced my experse in ecosystem assessment studies
with mul- and hyperspectral remote sensing systems. The coupling of remote sensing data and hydrological models is sll
one of my major research topics, and I am involved in the working group “Research and future perspecves” in the Scienﬁc
Community of Hydrological Sciences (German Associaon for Water, Wastewater and Waste). Ongoing research in this ﬁeld
focuses on the mulscale assessment of energy and water budgets in complex terrain using a data assimilaon concept with
remote sensing data and hydrologic and atmospheric modelling approaches (as a cooperave project at Trier University).
Vegetaon and, more recently, soil monitoring are further research themes, mainly based on hyperspectral image data (e.g.
HyEurope 2005, 2009), and non-imaging ﬁeld spectroradiometer measurements (VIS-NIR spectroscopy). Key issues in this
ﬁeld are data pre-processing, parameter retrieval (by e.g. canopy reﬂectance modelling or mulvariate data analysis) as well
as scaling issues. With respect to soil parameters, my work focuses on the spaally distributed retrieval of soil organic maer
(SOM) and SOM fracons. To provide detailed informaon on SOM, an ongoing cooperave project will combine airborne
and in-ﬁeld spectroscopy with higher resolved laboratory VIS-NIR, FTIR and Raman spectroscopy, together with advanced
laboratory fraconaon schemes to idenfy SOM pools of diﬀerent stability and turnover rate. The main goal is to obtain
stable SOM predicon models on landscape scale (using techniques as 2D correlaon spectroscopy and mulblock PLS) and to
reduce or close the gap between lab, ﬁeld and imaging spectroscopy.
Figure 1 on the facing page shows my research challenge - how do we close the gap between the lab-based understanding
of remote sensing signatures, ﬁeld spectra, collected in natural illuminaon condions, and scaled-up remote sensing
measurements made from aircra or satellite plaorms? This connues to be a research challenge and it is something I’m
working on addressing through current projects.
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Figure 1: How to close the gap? Inter-comparison of field spectral measurements and those collected from EO sensors
continues to be a research challenge (top). This is exemplified by a graphical comparison of lab spectra, field spectra
(ASD FieldSpec FR instrument) and HyMap (airborne imaging sensor) spectra for two bare soil plots (left: loamy-sandy
cambisol (iron- rich sandstone); right: clayey-loamy calcaric cambisol (limestone) acquired during HyEurope 2009 near
Trier, Germany)
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Would you like to appear
in the next issue of
Sensed?
An article here will reach
over 1000 international readers and
will ensure that your research gains
maximum exposure. We’re always
looking for exciting science articles,
reviews of meetings, or thought-provoking material for our next issue. So,
why not get in touch? Email your contribution to newsletter@rspsoc.ac.uk.
Articles should be 600-700 words long
and should be accompanied by 2-3
informative images. We look forward
to hearing from you soon.
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